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"Gonzales (Flight 232), a former National Geographic feature writer, proves
himself a chronicler par excellence of nature—including of the human variety—in
this excellent essay collection. The psychological nuance and vivid detail
throughout will dazzle readers." —Publishers Weekly starred review, July 2020 In
1989, Laurence Gonzales was a young writer with his first book of essays, The
Still Point, just published by the University of Arkansas Press. Imagine his
surprise, one winter day, to receive a letter from none other than Kurt Vonnegut.
“The excellence of your writing and the depth of your reporting saddened me, in
a way,” Vonnegut wrote, “reminding me yet again what a tiny voice facts and
reason have in this era of wrap-around, mega-decibel rock-and-roll.” Several
books, many articles, and a growing list of awards later, Gonzales -- known for
taking us to enthralling extremes – is still writing with excellence and depth. In
this latest collection, we go from the top of Mount Washington and ”the worst
weather in the world,” to 12,000 feet beneath the ocean, where a Naval
Intelligence Officer discovers the Titanic using the government’s own spy
equipment. We experience night assaults with the 82nd Airborne Division, the
dynamiting of the 100-foot snowpack on Going-to-the-Sun Road in Glacier
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National Park, a trip to the International Space Station, the crash of an airliner to
the bottom of the Everglades, and more. The University of Arkansas Press is
proud to bring these stories to a new era, stories that, as with all of Gonzales’s
work, “fairly sing with a voice all their own.” (Chicago Sun-Times)
This publication reflects on the discussion on using chaos theory for the study of
society. It explores the interface between chaos theory and the social sciences. A
broad variety of fields (including Sociology, Anthropology, Economics, Political
Science, Management, Philosophy and Cognitive Sciences) is represented in the
book. The leading themes are: Conceptual and Methodological Issues, Social
Connectionism and the Connectionist Mind, Social Institutions and Public Policy,
and Social Simulations. The book includes the following topics: the relevance of
the complexity-chaos paradigm for analyzing social systems, the usefulness of
nonlinear dynamics for studying the formation and sustainability of social groups,
the comparison between spontaneous social orders and spontaneous
biological/natural orders, the building of Artificial Societies, and the contribution of
the chaos paradigm to a better understanding and formulation of public policies.
From Jim Holt, the New York Times bestselling author of Why Does the World
Exist?, comes an entertaining and accessible guide to the most profound
scientific and mathematical ideas of recent centuries in When Einstein Walked
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with Gödel: Excursions to the Edge of Thought. Does time exist? What is infinity?
Why do mirrors reverse left and right but not up and down? In this scintillating
collection, Holt explores the human mind, the cosmos, and the thinkers who’ve
tried to encompass the latter with the former. With his trademark clarity and
humor, Holt probes the mysteries of quantum mechanics, the quest for the
foundations of mathematics, and the nature of logic and truth. Along the way, he
offers intimate biographical sketches of celebrated and neglected thinkers, from
the physicist Emmy Noether to the computing pioneer Alan Turing and the
discoverer of fractals, Benoit Mandelbrot. Holt offers a painless and playful
introduction to many of our most beautiful but least understood ideas, from
Einsteinian relativity to string theory, and also invites us to consider why the
greatest logician of the twentieth century believed the U.S. Constitution contained
a terrible contradiction—and whether the universe truly has a future.
2000-2005 State Textbook Adoption - Rowan/Salisbury.
"Chemistry is designed for the two-semester general chemistry course. For many
students, this course provides the foundation to a career in chemistry, while for
others, this may be their only college-level science course. As such, this textbook
provides an important opportunity for students to learn the core concepts of
chemistry and understand how those concepts apply to their lives and the world
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around them. The text has been developed to meet the scope and sequence of
most general chemistry courses. At the same time, the book includes a number
of innovative features designed to enhance student learning. A strength of
Chemistry is that instructors can customize the book, adapting it to the approach
that works best in their classroom."--Openstax College website.
Emphasises on contemporary applications and an intuitive problem-solving
approach that helps students discover the exciting potential of chemical science.
This book incorporates fresh applications from the three major areas of modern
research: materials, environmental chemistry, and biological science.
While performing the greatest love story of all time, they discovered one of their own... Cassie
Taylor was just another acting student with big dreams at her prestigious performing arts
college...then she met Ethan Holt. She was the good girl actress. He was the bad boy on
campus. But one fated casting choice for Romeo and Juliet changed it all. Like the characters
they were playing on stage, Cassie and Ethan's epic romance seemed destined. Until it ended
in tragedy when he shattered her heart. Now they've made it to Broadway where they're
reunited as romantic leads once again—and their passionate scenes force them to confront the
heartbreaking lows and pulse-pounding highs of their intense college affair. For Ethan, losing
Cassie was his biggest regret—and he's determined to redeem himself. But for Cassie, even
though Ethan was her first and only great love, he hurt her too much to ever be trusted again.
The trouble is, working with him again reminds her that people who rub each other the wrong
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way often make the best sparks. And when it comes to love, sometimes it's the things that
aren't good for us that are the most irresistible. Don't miss Leisa Rayven's Bad Romeo, the
intoxicating romance beloved by over two million fans online—a story that'll captivate you and
hold you breathless until the final page.
This book explores the relationship between the content of chemistry education and the history
and philosophy of science (HPS) framework that underlies such education. It discusses the
need to present an image that reflects how chemistry developed and progresses. It proposes
that chemistry should be taught the way it is practiced by chemists: as a human enterprise, at
the interface of scientific practice and HPS. Finally, it sets out to convince teachers to go
beyond the traditional classroom practice and explore new teaching strategies. The importance
of HPS has been recognized for the science curriculum since the middle of the 20th century.
The need for teaching chemistry within a historical context is not difficult to understand as HPS
is not far below the surface in any science classroom. A review of the literature shows that the
traditional chemistry classroom, curricula, and textbooks while dealing with concepts such as
law, theory, model, explanation, hypothesis, observation, evidence and idealization, generally
ignore elements of the history and philosophy of science. This book proposes that the
conceptual understanding of chemistry requires knowledge and understanding of the history
and philosophy of science. “Professor Niaz’s book is most welcome, coming at a time when
there is an urgently felt need to upgrade the teaching of science. The book is a huge aid for
adding to the usual way - presenting science as a series of mere facts - also the necessary
mandate: to show how science is done, and how science, through its history and philosophy, is
part of the cultural development of humanity.” Gerald Holton, Mallinckrodt Professor of Physics
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& Professor of History of Science, Harvard University “In this stimulating and sophisticated
blend of history of chemistry, philosophy of science, and science pedagogy, Professor
Mansoor Niaz has succeeded in offering a promising new approach to the teaching of
fundamental ideas in chemistry. Historians and philosophers of chemistry --- and above all,
chemistry teachers --- will find this book full of valuable and highly usable new ideas” Alan
Rocke, Case Western Reserve University “This book artfully connects chemistry and
chemistry education to the human context in which chemical science is practiced and the
historical and philosophical background that illuminates that practice. Mansoor Niaz deftly
weaves together historical episodes in the quest for scientific knowledge with the psychology of
learning and philosophical reflections on the nature of scientific knowledge and method. The
result is a compelling case for historically and philosophically informed science education.
Highly recommended!” Harvey Siegel, University of Miami “Books that analyze the philosophy
and history of science in Chemistry are quite rare. ‘Chemistry Education and Contributions
from History and Philosophy of Science’ by Mansoor Niaz is one of the rare books on the
history and philosophy of chemistry and their importance in teaching this science. The book
goes through all the main concepts of chemistry, and analyzes the historical and philosophical
developments as well as their reflections in textbooks. Closest to my heart is Chapter 6, which
is devoted to the chemical bond, the glue that holds together all matter in our earth. The
chapter emphasizes the revolutionary impact of the concept of the ‘covalent bond’ on the
chemical community and the great novelty of the idea that was conceived 11 years before
quantum mechanics was able to offer the mechanism of electron pairing and covalent bonding.
The author goes then to describe the emergence of two rival theories that explained the nature
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of the chemical bond in terms of quantum mechanics; these are valence bond (VB) and
molecular orbital (MO) theories. He emphasizes the importance of having rival theories and
interpretations in science and its advancement. He further argues that this VB-MO rivalry is still
alive and together the two conceptual frames serve as the tool kit for thinking and doing
chemistry in creative manners. The author surveys chemistry textbooks in the light of the how
the books preserve or not the balance between the two theories in describing various chemical
phenomena. This Talmudic approach of conceptual tension is a universal characteristic of any
branch of evolving wisdom. As such, Mansoor’s book would be of great utility for chemistry
teachers to examine how can they become more effective teachers by recognizing the
importance of conceptual tension”. Sason Shaik Saeree K. and Louis P. Fiedler Chair in
Chemistry Director, The Lise Meitner-Minerva Center for Computational Quantum Chemistry,
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, ISRAEL
This book is the revised edition of Understanding Basic Chemistry Through Problem Solving
published in 2015. It is in a series of Understanding Chemistry books, which deals with Basic
Chemistry using the problem solving approach. Written for students taking either the university
of Cambridge O-level examinations or the GCSE examinations, this guidebook covers
essential topics and concepts under both stipulated chemistry syllabi. The book is written in
such a way as to guide the reader through the understanding and applications of essential
chemical concepts using the problem solving approach. The authors have also retained the
popular discourse feature from their previous few books — Understanding Advanced Physical
Inorganic Chemistry, Understanding Advanced Organic and Analytical Chemistry,
Understanding Advanced Chemistry Through Problem Solving, and Understanding Basic
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Chemistry — to help the learners better understand and see for themselves, how the concepts
should be applied during solving problems. Based on the Socratic Method, questions are
implanted throughout the book to help facilitate the reader's development in forming logical
conclusions of concepts and the way they are being applied to explain the problems. In
addition, the authors have also included important summaries and concept maps to help the
learners to recall, remember, reinforce and apply the fundamental chemical concepts in a
simple way. Request Inspection Copy
The Frontiers in Chemistry Editorial Office team are delighted to present the inaugural
“Frontiers in Chemistry: Rising Stars” article collection, showcasing the high-quality work of
internationally recognized researchers in the early stages of their independent careers. All
Rising Star researchers featured within this collection were individually nominated by the
Journal’s Chief Editors in recognition of their potential to influence the future directions in their
respective fields. The work presented here highlights the diversity of research performed
across the entire breadth of the chemical sciences, and presents advances in theory,
experiment and methodology with applications to compelling problems. This Editorial features
the corresponding author(s) of each paper published within this important collection, ordered
by section alphabetically, highlighting them as the great researchers of the future. The
Frontiers in Chemistry Editorial Office team would like to thank each researcher who
contributed their work to this collection. We would also like to personally thank our Chief
Editors for their exemplary leadership of this article collection; their strong support and passion
for this important, community-driven collection has ensured its success and global impact.
Laurent Mathey, PhD Journal Development Manager
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Being healthy is much more than being physically fit and free from disease. Health is the state
of well-being in which all of the components of health -- physical, emotional, social, mental,
spiritual, and environmental -- are in balance. To be truly healthy, you must take care of all six
components. - p. 11.
The dazzling variation in plant chemistry is a primary mediator of trophic interactions, including
herbivory, predation, parasitism, and disease. At the same time, such interactions feed back to
influence spatial and temporal variation in the chemistry of plants. In this book, Mark Hunter
provides a novel approach to linking the trophic interactions of organisms with the cycling of
nutrients in ecosystems. Hunter introduces the concept of the "phytochemical landscape"—the
shifting spatial and temporal mosaic of plant chemistry that serves as the nexus between
trophic interactions and nutrient dynamics. He shows how plant chemistry is both a cause and
consequence of trophic interactions, and how it also mediates ecosystem processes such as
nutrient cycling. Nutrients and organic molecules in plant tissues affect decomposition rates
and the fluxes of elements such as carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus. The availability of these
same nutrients influences the chemistry of cells and tissues that plants produce. In
combination, these feedback routes generate pathways by which trophic interactions influence
nutrient dynamics and vice versa, mediated through plant chemistry. Hunter provides evidence
from terrestrial and aquatic systems for each of these pathways, and describes how a focus on
the phytochemical landscape enables us to better understand and manage the ecosystems in
which we live. Essential reading for students and researchers alike, this book offers an
integrated approach to population-, community-, and ecosystem-level ecological processes.

This report considers the biological and behavioral mechanisms that may underlie the
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pathogenicity of tobacco smoke. Many Surgeon General's reports have considered
research findings on mechanisms in assessing the biological plausibility of associations
observed in epidemiologic studies. Mechanisms of disease are important because they
may provide plausibility, which is one of the guideline criteria for assessing evidence on
causation. This report specifically reviews the evidence on the potential mechanisms by
which smoking causes diseases and considers whether a mechanism is likely to be
operative in the production of human disease by tobacco smoke. This evidence is
relevant to understanding how smoking causes disease, to identifying those who may
be particularly susceptible, and to assessing the potential risks of tobacco products.
This is a unique resource for those wishing to address the affective domain as they
research and solve problems in chemistry education. Contributions by world-leading
experts cover both fundamental considerations and practical case studies. This work
fills a gap in the literature of chemistry education, which so far has focussed mainly on
the cognitive domain. The affective domain refers to feelings-based constructs such as
attitudes, values, beliefs, opinions, emotions, interests, motivation, and a degree of
acceptance or rejection. It can affect students’ interest in science topics and their
motivation to persevere in learning science concepts.
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken to become the protegâe of the
mysterious Darkling, who trains her to join the magical elite in the belief that she is the
Sun Summoner, who can destroy the monsters of the Fold.
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More people get into medical school with a Kaplan MCAT course than all major courses
combined. Now the same results are available with Kaplan’s MCAT General Chemistry
Review. This book features thorough subject review, more questions than any
competitor, and the highest-yield questions available. The commentary and instruction
come directly from Kaplan MCAT experts and include targeted focus on the most-tested
concepts plus more questions than any other guide. Kaplan's MCAT General Chemistry
Review offers: UNPARALLELED MCAT KNOWLEDGE: The Kaplan MCAT team has
spent years studying every document related to the MCAT available. In conjunction with
our expert psychometricians, the Kaplan team is able to ensure the accuracy and
realism of our practice materials. THOROUGH SUBJECT REVIEW: Written by toprated, award-winning Kaplan instructors. All material has been vetted by editors with
advanced science degrees and by a medical doctor. EXPANDED CONTENT
THROUGHOUT: While the MCAT has continued to develop, this book has been
updated continuously to match the AAMC’s guidelines precisely—no more worrying if
your prep is comprehensive! MORE PRACTICE THAN THE COMPETITION: With
questions throughout the book and access to one practice test, Kaplan's MCAT
General Chemistry Review has more practice than any other MCAT General Chemistry
book on the market. ONLINE COMPANION: Access to online resources to augment
content studying, including one practice test. The MCAT is a computer-based test, so
practicing in the same format as Test Day is key. TOP-QUALITY IMAGES: With fullPage 11/18
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color, 3-D illustrations, charts, graphs and diagrams from the pages of Scientific
American, Kaplan's MCAT General Chemistry Review turns even the most intangible,
complex science into easy-to-visualize concepts. KAPLAN'S MCAT REPUTATION:
Kaplan gets more people into medical school than all other courses, combined.
UTILITY: Can be used alone or with other companion books in Kaplan's MCAT Review
series.
Chemistry is a conceptual subject and, in order to explain many of the concepts,
teachers use models to describe the microscopic world and relate it to the macroscopic
properties of matter. This can lead to problems, as a student's every-day experiences
of the world and use of language can contradict the ideas put forward in chemical
science. These titles have been designed to help tackle this issue of misconceptions.
Part 1 deals with the theory, by including information on some of the key alternative
conceptions that have been uncovered by research; ideas about a variety of teaching
approaches that may prevent students acquiring some common alternative
conceptions; and general ideas for assisting students with the development of
appropriate scientific conceptions. Part 2 provides strategies for dealing with some of
the misconceptions that students have, by including ready to use classroom resources
including copies of probes that can be used to identify ideas held by students; some
specific exercises aimed at challenging some of the alternative ideas; and classroom
activities that will help students to construct the chemical concepts required by the
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curriculum. Used together, these two books will provide a good theoretical underpinning
of the fundamentals of chemistry. Trialled in schools throughout the UK, they are
suitable for teaching ages 11-18.
Bishop's text shows students how to break the material of preparatory chemistry down
and master it. The system of objectives tells the students exactly what they must learn
in each chapter and where to find it.

This book provides a readable yet rigorous introduction to analytical methods
with a focus on problem-solving skills. It stresses the fundamental concepts of
chemical analysis and, through examples from current journals and other science
media, shows how the principles and practice of analytical chemistry are used to
produce answers to questions in all areas of scientific study and
practice.Features a balance of topics that is closer to contemporary analytical
practice than those covered by other books. Introduces the tools that are
ubiquitous in analytical chemistry e.g., statistics, sampling and sample
preparation. Discusses methods depending on chemical kinetics which are so
widely used in medicine and biology. Features a number of problems that call for
the use of a speadsheet to generate data, which is then plotted to show trends.
Includes answers for all numerical problems in an appendix.
Chemistry is a subject that has the power to engage and enthuse students but
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also to mystify and confound them. Effective chemistry teaching requires a strong
foundation of subject knowledge and the ability to transform this into teachable
content which is meaningful for students. Drawing on pedagogical principles and
research into the difficulties that many students have when studying chemical
concepts, this essential text presents the core ideas of chemistry to support new
and trainee chemistry teachers, including non-specialists. The book focuses on
the foundational ideas that are fundamental to and link topics across the
discipline of chemistry and considers how these often complex notions can be
effectively presented to students without compromising on scientific authenticity.
Chapters cover: the nature of chemistry as a science the chemistry triplet
substances and purity in chemistry the periodic table energy in chemistry and
chemical bonding contextualising and integrating chemical knowledge Whilst
there are a good many books describing chemistry and many others that offer
general pedagogic guidance on teaching science, Foundations for Teaching
Chemistry provides accounts of core chemical topics from a teaching perspective
and offers new and experienced teachers support in developing their own
‘chemical knowledge for teaching’.
Presents a groundbreaking investigation into the origins of morality at the core of
religion and politics, offering scholarly insight into the motivations behind cultural
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clashes that are polarizing America.
Many studies have highlighted the importance of discourse in scientific
understanding. Argumentation is a form of scientific discourse that plays a central
role in the building of explanations, models and theories. Scientists use
arguments to relate the evidence that they select from their investigations and to
justify the claims that they make about their observations. The implication is that
argumentation is a scientific habit of mind that needs to be appropriated by
students and explicitly taught through suitable instruction. Edited by Sibel
Erduran, an internationally recognised expert in chemistry education, this book
brings together leading researchers to draw attention to research, policy and
practice around the inclusion of argumentation in chemistry education. Split into
three sections: Research on Argumentation in Chemistry Education, Resources
and Strategies on Argumentation in Chemistry Education, and Argumentation in
Context, this book blends practical resources and strategies with research-based
evidence. The book contains state of the art research and offers educators a
balanced perspective on the theory and practice of argumentation in chemistry
education.
The features of chemistry that make it such a fascinating and engaging subject to
teach also contribute to it being a challenging subject for many learners.
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Chemistry draws upon a wide range of abstract concepts, which are embedded
in a large body of theoretical knowledge. As a science, chemistry offers ideas
that are the products of scientists’ creative imaginations, and yet which are
motivated and constrained by observations of natural phenomena. Chemistry is
often discussed and taught largely in terms of non-observable theoretical entities
- such as molecules and electrons and orbitals - which probably seem as familiar
and real to a chemistry teacher as Bunsen burners: and, yet, comprise a realm
as alien and strange to many students as some learners’ own alternative
conceptions (‘misconceptions’) may appear to the teacher. All chemistry
teachers know that chemistry is a conceptual subject, especially at the upper end
of secondary school and at university level, and that some students struggle to
understand many chemical ideas. This book offers a step-by-step analysis and
discussion of just why some students find chemistry difficult, by examining the
nature of chemistry concepts, and how they are communicated and learnt. The
book considers the idea of concepts itself; draws upon case studies of how
canonical chemical concepts have developed; explores how chemical concepts
become represented in curriculum and in classroom teaching; and discusses how
conceptual learning and development occurs. This book will be invaluable to
anyone interested in teaching and learning and offers guidance to teachers
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looking to make sense of, and respond to, the challenges of teaching chemistry.
From bestselling author Michael Shermer, an investigation of the evolution of
morality that is "a paragon of popularized science and philosophy" The Sun
(Baltimore) A century and a half after Darwin first proposed an "evolutionary
ethics," science has begun to tackle the roots of morality. Just as evolutionary
biologists study why we are hungry (to motivate us to eat) or why sex is
enjoyable (to motivate us to procreate), they are now searching for the very
nature of humanity. In The Science of Good and Evil, science historian Michael
Shermer explores how humans evolved from social primates to moral primates;
how and why morality motivates the human animal; and how the foundation of
moral principles can be built upon empirical evidence. Along the way he explains
the implications of scientific findings for fate and free will, the existence of pure
good and pure evil, and the development of early moral sentiments among the
first humans. As he closes the divide between science and morality, Shermer
draws on stories from the Yanamamö, infamously known as the "fierce people" of
the tropical rain forest, to the Stanford studies on jailers' behavior in prisons. The
Science of Good and Evil is ultimately a profound look at the moral animal, belief,
and the scientific pursuit of truth.
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners
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ignited flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and Zelie s Reaper mother summoned
forth souls. But everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the
orders of a ruthless king, maji were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her
people without hope.
Internationally renowned and award-winning author John Gilbert has spent the
last thirty years researching, thinking and writing about some of the central and
enduring issues in science education. He has contributed over twenty books and
400 articles to the field and is Editor-in-Chief of the International Journal of
Science Education. For the first time he brings together sixteen of his key writings
in one volume. This unique book highlights important shifts in emphasis in
science education research, the influence of important individuals and matters of
national and international concern. All this is interwoven in the following four
themes: explanation, models and modeling in science education relating science
education and technology education informal education in science and
technology alternative conceptions and science education.
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